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An inside look at Kalgoorlie's
newest gold mine
KalNorth Gold Mines makes its mark opening Lindsay Gold Mine.
Andrew Duffy writes

Over the past six months conditions in the mining
industry have worsened, and companies are now
more likely to close down operations rather than
push expansions.
Even at the best of times companies rarely
build new mines, and if a new project does get off
the ground it usually belongs to one of the
multinational giants.

KalNorth Gold Mines made its mark by
officially opening the Lindsay gold mine near
Kalgoorlie.
The project represents a boost for the
Kalgoorlie community and demonstrates that
while times may be getting tougher, there's still
plenty on the horizon for our mining sector.
Australian Mining travelled to the Lindsay

But in this tightening market several bright
spots still remain, and earlier this month junior
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mine to witness the opening of the new project, and
spoke with the company's team about how they
managed to get the development into production.

McKinstry said the arrangement meant that
while Lindsay sat atop a relatively small deposit,
the company was still able to build a viable
operation.

Quick and easy

He also said the plan kept shareholders
happy, as the company did not have to return
to investors to ask for more money.

The Lindsay mine sits atop a relatively normal gold
deposit on the outskirts of Kalgoorlie, but the way
KalNorth went about mining the resource is a little
out of the ordinary.
To keep costs to a minimum Lindsay is as bare
bones as possible, with a tiny workforce, no major
infrastructure, and no processing, crushing, or
handling facilities.

“There are a lot of good small deposits
around the place that just never get mined
because they're not near enough to
infrastructure,” he said.
“The reason we're able to do this is because
we're able to get this deal with Saracen.”

The first truck leaves the Lindsay mine. Image: Andrew Duffy	
  

As it stands the operation is essentially one pit
with ore and a waste stockpiles, and a road
connecting the project to the nearby Carosue Dam
processing plant, owned by Saracen.
Under an agreement inked late last year
KalNorth hauls ore to Carosue and pays Saracen a
fee to use its processing plant.
KalNorth managing director John McKinstry
told Australian Mining the deal meant Lindsay started
production much faster than most other projects.

Less is more
Chief mining engineer Rodney Drown told
Australian Mining a relatively low number of
workers were needed for the early stages of
Lindsay, and the bare bones approach applied
to the management team as well.
“We run a fairly small outfit in terms of
management system,” he said.

“We've chosen a different path to a lot of other
little companies,” he said.

“We don't need a lot of people here to run
the actual mine we just need key people in key
places.”

“A lot of the others will keep spending money
to build up ore reserves. We've chosen to dive in
and try to get a cash flow generated early so that we
can grow by self-funding more exploration.”

But while the project runs on a small crew,
Drown said all of the work on site had been
awarded to Kalgoorlie locals.
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“We have a mining contractor, Kalgoorlie based.
We have a haulage contractor, Kalgoorlie based. We
use Kalgoorlie-based Saracen for the processing.
“Our drill, blast and grade control are also
Kalgoorlie based. We've tried to focus as much as
possible on the local community.”
Drown said KalNorth had decided against using
a fly-in fly-out workforce because of the mine's
proximity to Kalgoorlie.
He also said building a camp would be a
multimillion dollar commitment that did not fit with
the company's strategy.
“If I went to a FIFO model I'd need a 100-200
man camp sitting on site that is only 45 minutes
from a city, which doesn't make sense,” he said.
“We're close to a major city that has hospitals,
schools, and major infrastructure, and was built
around the mining industry anyway.”
The ore spotter
Because KalNorth has committed to mining a
relatively high grade from its deposit, the company
has taken the unusual step of employing an 'ore
spotter' to accompany excavators in the pit.
The ore spotter is specially trained and stands
alongside the excavator to make sure the operator
only removes the highest quality ore.
Drown told Australian Mining skilled operators
could use their knowledge and experience to remove
the right sections of the orebody, but because the
company's standards were so high the spotter
needed to be present on every shift.
“The pit is marked up by a survey initially but
the ore spotter can go along and change the paint so
it's easier for the excavator driver to see,” he said.
Because of the company's commitment to grade
control Drown said KalNorth only mined during the
day, with other operations completed on night shift.
“We do not dig ore on night shift,” he said.
“It's far too hard to see the ore at night,
particularly with our style of orebody. On this
operation we mine during the day and do bulk waste
at night.”
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The company is also dead serious about
enforcing the no-mining rule at night.
“At the end of every day there will be a white
tape that goes down, it's called no-dig tape,”
Drown said.
“All the contractors know what the white tape
means and they do not cross that tape. If they do
they'll most likely be fired.”
The fine print
Along with managing the details of the mining
operation, KalNorth has inked a deal with the
region's landowners to secure the rights for
Lindsay.
The landowners, who run an extensive cattle
operation over an area that contains several mines,
told Australian Mining while the industry
“definitely left its mark” on the land, owners could
come to an agreement with companies in the area.
Landowners told Australian Mining one of the
biggest impacts miners had on the land was the
creation of roads, which opened access to their
property and sometimes resulted in livestock or
property theft. They also said there was no
financial incentive in their move to give KalNorth
access to the land.
The details
KalNorth said it expected to get around 40-45,000
ounces of gold out of the entire operation, which
is expected to run for around 18 to 24 months.
By the end of it the company will have moved
around 400,000 tonnes of dirt along with 7.5
million tonnes of waste.
The ore is trucked 74km from Lindsay to
Saracen, and a return trip takes around three
hours, with the company aiming for around four
trips a day.
And while only one pit is operational at the
moment, the company has approval to run with
four pits, and aims to get a licence amendment to
put a further two pits in place.
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Rio	
  posts	
  $3	
  billion	
  loss	
  
By Alex Heber
Rio Tinto has announced an
aggressive cost cutting regime
after posting its first ever full year
loss, announcing yesterday
almost $3 billion in losses.
The hit has prompting the
mining giant’s new CEO Sam
Walsh to take drastic cost cutting
measures across the business.
“To do this we need to run
the business as owners not
managers and my immediate
priority is to build more focus,
discipline and accountability
throughout the organisation.
“Demonstrating this
commitment, we will deliver our
capital reduction and cost savings
targets and improve performance
across our business,” Walsh
stated.
The company has flagged
they will improve shareholder
value by selling weak assets like
its aluminium and diamond
businesses and more carefully
allocate capital.
Walsh has set a cost cutting
target of $5 billion to be reached
by the end of 2014; he also aims
to reduce capital expenditure on
both approved and sustaining
projects to about $13 billion in
2013.
Also making Walsh’s hit list
is decreasing exploration
activities and minimising
evaluation spending to the tune

Rio	
  Tinto’s	
  new	
  CEO	
  Sam	
  
Walsh	
  has	
  set	
  a	
  cost	
  
cutting	
  target	
  of	
  $5	
  
billion	
  to	
  be	
  reached	
  by	
  
the	
  end	
  of	
  2014	
  

of $750 million (pre-tax) in 2013
compared with 2012.

"in the way we allocate
capital".

While Walsh confirmed an
aggressive approach to selling the
company's non-core assets,
company chairman Jan du Plessis
stressed a more conservative

Sharp falls in commodity
prices has also seen Rio’s half
year profit take a hit, down by
almost a half, its worst since
2009, Reuters reported.

“There	
  clearly	
  is	
  a	
  
need	
  for	
  greater	
  
discipline,”	
  
	
  –	
  Rio	
  Tinto	
  Chairman	
  
Jan	
  du	
  Plessis	
  	
  
stance on spending was required,
the Australian reported.
"There clearly is a need for
greater discipline," du Plessis told
London investors.
"In particular," he stressed,

Rio reported $9.3 billion
in underlying earnings; a $5.3
billion drop in comparison to
2011 results.
Adding to this is $14.4
billion in impairments,
primarily relating to the
company’s aluminium
business acquired in 2007
through the purchase of
Alcan and Mozambique coal
assets bought in 2011.
Walsh was appointed
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Rio	
  was	
  the	
  
highest	
  tax	
  payer	
  
in	
  Australia	
  in	
  2011,	
  
paying	
  roughly	
  $7	
  
billion.	
  
	
  

	
  
chief executive last month
following the Tom Albanese’s
shock exit last month, which
has reported to be a result of
Rio’s struggling aluminium arm.
"We must get the balance
right between risk and reward
in assessing new investments,"
Walsh told the Australian.
"We rigorously evaluate
these opportunities against all
competing uses for cash,
including returning it to
shareholders.
"Let me assure you I will
not be pursuing growth for
growth's sake."
Despite the company’s
waning results the decision was
made to boost full-year
dividends to US94.5c, up 3 per
cent from last year.
The miner’s Pilbara iron

ore expansion is expected to be
operational by the beginning of
2015; meanwhile the Mongolian
based Oyu Tolgoi copper-gold
mine’s first commercial
production is scheduled for June
2013.
It was recently reported the
resources giant Rio Tinto paid no
mining tax in 2012, Walsh
defended this saying the company
was ''paying our way''.
He added that the Minerals
Resource Rent Tax was intended
to tax super profits, not normal
profits, and the MRRT was
''operating as it was physically
designed''.
This article was first published on
Australian Mining’s affiliated website
Miningaustralia.com.au on 15 February
2013. Wade Business Media represents
Australian Mining and its brand
extensions.

"We	
  must	
  get	
  the	
  
balance	
  right	
  between	
  
risk	
  and	
  reward	
  in	
  
assessing	
  new	
  
investments,"	
  	
  
–	
  Rio	
  Tinto	
  CEO	
  	
  
Sam	
  Walsh	
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Lisa	
  Mirtsopoulos	
  works	
  at	
  
Boddington	
  gold	
  mine,	
  and	
  she's	
  
developed	
  a	
  small	
  following	
  after	
  
launching	
  Dump	
  Truck	
  Discovery,	
  
a	
  book	
  telling	
  non-‐mining	
  types	
  
what	
  they	
  need	
  to	
  do	
  to	
  find	
  work	
  
in	
  the	
  industry.	
  
	
  

Q	
  and	
  A	
  with	
  a	
  dump	
  truck	
  driver	
  
By	
  Andrew	
  Duffy	
  
After working as a travel agent for more than a
decade, Lisa Mirtsopoulos made a career change
and found work in the mining industry.

extra role where I also train new recruits that come
through.

Since making the switch she hasn't looked back,
and has gone from strength to strength after
starting work as a dump truck operator.

Currently I'm on 12.5 hours. Normally its 12
but Boddington has 12.5 so we can cover the
changeover from day shift to night shift.

Mirtsopoulos now works at Boddington gold
mine, and she's developed a small following after
launching Dump Truck Discovery, a book telling nonmining types what they need to do to find work in
the industry.

How long have you been at Boddington, and
where did you work previously?

Australian Mining recently spoke to
Mirtsopoulos to find out more about her book and
life as a dump truck driver.

What shift do you work to?

I've been at Boddington 14 months now.
Previous to that I was at Cape Preston for Citic
Pacific Mining, and then before that I was at Tom
Price for Rio Tinto. My first job was at Murrin
Murrin for Minara Resources.

What do you do on a day-to-day basis?

How different were the working conditions
across these sites?

My role is basically to operate the truck, and
move dirt from the pit to the dump areas. I have an

The site and the working conditions for me are
exactly the same, the only thing that was different 6	
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was the kind of truck I was driving, and it only takes
one day to adjust. The rules across each site are also
very similar, maybe one or two might be a little
different.
What did you do before you found work in the
mining industry?
I was a travel agent for 15 years, and I spent a
lot of time travelling around the world. But when I
returned to Australia I found I could no longer
afford to buy a house on a travel agent's wage.
Soon after I met a girl who drove dump trucks,
and she inspired me. I thought 'wow, if she can do it
so can I'. It took me
three years to get in
because I had no
experience, and it was
only meant to be a
two year plan to get a
deposit for a house.
Well, I had no idea I
was actually going to
enjoy the job and the
industry so much that
you can't get me out
now.
What kind of
education did you
gain to get the job
as a dump truck
operator?
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Over the years I developed a standard email I
would send to people when they asked me questions
about finding work as a dump truck operator. The
idea for the book was born from attending a wealth
mentoring program where we had to think of
something over and above what we already do to
generate extra income. I came up with the idea to
just write a book with all the details people require.
That way I could capture a wider number of people
who are wanting to get in but just don't know what
to do.
What kind of information have you included in
the book?
The book provides
some direction. If
you've not been in the
mining industry you
don't know how it
works. That's why it
took me three years to
get into mining
because I didn't know
how to get in. You
don't know anyone in
the mining industry
and you just have no
idea what to do. The
book is written for
people who don't
know anything about

I was fortunate enough that
mining or the industry.
“My	
  book	
  is	
  written	
  for	
  people	
  
at the time there was a six week
Have you received good
who	
  don't	
  know	
  anything	
  
training program conducted by
feedback since releasing it?
about	
  mining	
  or	
  the	
  industry.”	
  
Richard's Mining Services here
Absolutely. My first purchaser
in Perth. So to get onto the
got a trainee dump truck job within
program I had to make sure I did some initial
three months. I've had people e-mail me and saying
training, then apply to be on the program which was
that they've found the book very informative and
held on a mine site three hours north of Kalgoorlie.
they're able to now have some direction about what
They actually paid me to be trained instead of
to do to get into the industry.
me paying for a training program, and at the end of
We've seen quite a few mining companies
the six weeks if the mining company liked your
downsize expansions and cut jobs recently. Do
performance then they offered you a full time role,
you think there are still opportunities for
which they did.
unskilled people to find work in the mining
Why did you decide to start Dump Truck
sector?
7	
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“My	
  role	
  is	
  basically	
  to	
  operate	
  the	
  truck,	
  and	
  move	
  dirt	
  
from	
  the	
  pit	
  to	
  the	
  dump	
  areas.	
  I	
  have	
  an	
  extra	
  role	
  
where	
  I	
  also	
  train	
  new	
  recruits	
  that	
  come	
  through.”	
  

Yes I do. I keep up to date daily with job
vacancies in the industry, and every day I see
advertisements for dump truck operators.
Companies are still looking for operators, but what
they're doing is advertising for experienced
applicants.

because that would keep me awake during the day
as well. You have to find what works for you and
it's a bit of trial and error.

At Boddington we recently advertised for
experienced operators, yet we've still put on three
trainees because we were unable to fill the quota.

It's a very simple suggestion, yet a lot of people
don't want to do it. You can get experience by
working for a smaller company such as a
contractor, or it can be as simple as working for
your local council.

What are some of the hardest parts about
working as a dump truck driver?
Night shift took some getting used to. Working
from 6pm until 6am when your body wants to sleep
took a long time to adjust to. Working public
holidays and special occasions can also be difficult.
How long did it take to get used to night shift?
You have to find out a routine that works for
you to be able to sleep through the day and combat
fatigue. It took me three or four months to work
out that drinking coffee at night did not work,

Do you have any advice for workers who are
trying to find a mining job but don't have any
experience?

I know you'll be operating machines that are
much smaller than what we have on a mine site,
but you are getting machine experience, and I know
as a truck driver that if you've driven a fifty tonne
truck its so much quicker and easier for me to train
you on a 200 tonne truck.
This article was first published on
Miningaustralia.com.au on 7 February 2013.
Wade Business Media represents
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Tougher	
  times	
  ahead	
  as	
  the	
  mining	
  boom	
  shifts	
  gears	
  
By Professor Ian Harper

Various explanations have
been offered for Prime
Minister Julia Gillard’s decision
to announce the date of the
2013 federal electional most
eight months in advance.
Most commentators, both
those who applaud the move
and those who decry it, focus
on political tactics, but
economics should not be
overlooked.
The Australian economy is
shifting gears.
The Reserve Bank’s index
of commodity prices has fallen
20% from its peak in 2011,
pulling down Australia’s terms
of trade (ratio of export prices
to import prices).
Falling export prices, other
things equal, slow the growth
of national income even as
national output continues to
grow at more or less the same
pace. The point is simply that
our customers pay less for what
we sell them even though we
sell the same volumes, resulting
in lower export revenue or
income to us. Slower growth of
national income will make for
tougher economic times.
For a start, the chances of
the government balancing the
federal budget have all but
disappeared, at least without

quite marked (and electorally
risky) reductions in federal
outlays. Falling national
income hits budget revenue,
both at the state and
Commonwealth levels,
forcing expenditure restraint
onto deficit-conscious
governments.
Falling national income
has had a similar dampening
effect on the revenues of
private firms, leading them to
shelve planned investment
and labour-hiring plans.
Consumers see all of this and

Engineering	
  
construction	
  is	
  
forecast	
  to	
  
contribute	
  
substantially	
  less	
  to	
  
GDP	
  growth	
  in	
  2013	
  
than	
  it	
  has	
  since	
  the	
  
onset	
  of	
  the	
  boom.	
  
become even more cautious,
moderating their consumption
and increasing savings.
This dampening influence
will continue as long as export
prices keep falling — or until
something else turns up.
In fact, something is
expected to turn up, but not
until the second half of
2013―hence the contribution
of economics to the PM’s

choice of polling date.
While no-one is predicting a
turnaround in Australia’s export
prices anytime soon, export
volumes are set to pick up as the
mining boom morphs from its
investment phase into its export
phase.
Many commentators,
including the Reserve Bank, have
predicted that mining investment
will peak this year.
Other things equal, falling
levels of mining investment will
add further negative impetus to
income growth notwithstanding
the near-stratospheric levels that
mining investment has reached as
a share of gross domestic product
during this boom.
But other things are not
equal. As mining investment
begins to wane, mining exports
begin to wax. Export volumes
will rise as mining projects come
on line, most especially in oil and
gas. Importantly, export volumes
are expected to contribute
positively to economic growth
well into the foreseeable future.
Growth components
The accompanying chart
illustrates the economic gear-shift
that Australia is currently
negotiating.
Engineering construction —
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the on-the-ground
manifestation of
mining investment —
is forecast to
contribute substantially
less to GDP growth in
2013 than it has since
the onset of the boom.
However, as mining
investment tails off,
mining exports are
expected to pick up;
indeed, the
composition of GDP
growth reflects an
ongoing contribution
from exports to the
end of this decade and
beyond.
Looking at the chart, we see
that the changeover is not
entirely smooth.
Aggregate economic growth
is expected to slow during the
transition because mining export
growth will pick up more slowly
than mining construction tails
off. This is likely to be more
evident in the first half of 2013,
when we can expect to see some
uptick in the rate of
unemployment and at least one
further cash rate reduction from
the Reserve Bank to prevent too
much clashing of the gears on the
way through.
The gist of the so-called
“political business cycle” theory
is that governments win or lose
elections according to economic
conditions prevailing at the time.
Delaying the federal election
until the second half of 2013
makes sense if the forecasts are
right and the government can

point to improving conditions.
The transition from
investment-led to export-led
growth should also modulate
upward pressure on the
exchange rate for the Australian
dollar.
Foreign capital inflow has
funded much of Australia’s
mining investment boom and
the sharp run-up in this boom
has taken the exchange rate with
it.
Export-led growth will still
sustain the exchange rate above
what most economists
acknowledge as its longer-run
value (something well below
parity with the US dollar) but
should allow some room for
depreciation from recent highs.
The high exchange rate for
the Australian dollar is the
mainspring of the “two-speed”
economy and its attendant
economic and political tensions.

Whichever party assumes
government following the
September election, the fallout
from such an extended period
of exchange rate appreciation
on those non-mining parts of
the economy exposed to
foreign competition will still
be evident.
The challenge for both
political parties is to help
Australians understand the
economic transition we are
experiencing and to look to
the longer-term benefits for
Australian living standards and
prosperity.
Ian Harper does not work for,
consult to, own shares in or receive
funding from any company or
organisation that would benefit from
this article, and has no relevant
affiliations. This article was
originally published at The
Conversation.
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Expanding	
  Pilbara’s	
  iron	
  ore	
  
By	
  Vicki	
  Validakis	
  

Rio Tinto will expand its iron
ore operations in the Pilbara
with a $3 billion dollar
investment set to create more
than 2000 jobs in the region.
The miner announced a
massive $3.1 billion expansion
to its Pilbara iron ore
operations early last year with
the majority of the investment
used to extend the life of its
Nammuldi iron ore mine, with
the site receiving a $2 billion
boost.
A further $1.1 billion will be
used on early works to expand
the company's Cape Lambert
port and rail facilities including
the construction of a 130MW
power station at the company's
Cape Lambert port and rail
facilities.
Rio Tinto wants to increase
iron ore production in the
Pilbara to 360 million tonnes
per annum by 2015.
Premier and state development
minister Colin Barnett said the
West Australian economy was
set to benefit from the
investment.
“This major investment by Rio
Tinto will create almost 1 500
construction jobs and secure
ongoing employment for more
than 700 people,” Barnett said.

Rio	
  Tinto	
  wants	
  to	
  increase	
  iron	
  ore	
  
production	
  in	
  the	
  Pilbara	
  to	
  360	
  
million	
  tonnes	
  per	
  annum	
  by	
  2015.	
  

“The Nammuldi mine, 60km
north-west of Tom Price,
includes a major investment in
mine infrastructure, which will
see iron ore mined below the
water table and increase the
mine’s production limit from
eight to 23 million tonnes a year.

Iron	
  ore	
  prices	
  have	
  
strengthened	
  in	
  the	
  
last	
  four	
  months,	
  with	
  
analysts	
  predicting	
  the	
  
mining	
  sector	
  would	
  
benefit	
  from	
  a	
  
renewed	
  investment.	
  
“At Cape Lambert, Rio Tinto will
build a state-of-the-art, fuel
efficient 130MW power station
to feed into Rio Tinto’s

integrated power
network. This additional
power source will help meet
the port’s power needs as
annual capacity grows from 85
million tonnes to 235 million
tonnes by 2015,” he added.
The construction of a 1.8
kilometre jetty and a new fourberth wharf to run parallel to
the existing wharf will increase
the ports capacity by over 100
million tonnes.
In announcing the expansion
last year, Rio Tinto Australia
chief executive Sam Walsh
predicted iron ore demand
from Asia was "forecast to
grow strongly".
He said the investments at
Cape Lambert and Nammuldi
11	
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were a "significant
milestone" in the company's
plans to increase its WA iron
ore operations by 50 per
cent.
Rio said the Nammuldi
expansion was expected to
deliver first ore in the third
quarter of 2014 and increase
the mine's life by 14 years.
The company also posted a
full year production result of
253 millions tonnes, (mt)
beating its own guidance of
250mt by 1.2 per cent and
topped last year's 245mt by
four per cent.
Iron ore prices have
strengthened in the last four
months, with analysts
predicting the mining sector
would benefit from a
renewed investment.
The spot price fell to lows of
around $90 in the second
half of 2012, but the market
has taken back almost all of
the lost ground and the price
currently sits at almost $155
a tonne.
However, the news has not
been all good for the major
miner after the company
announced an aggressive
cost cutting regime, after
posting its first ever full year
loss of almost $3 billion in
losses.
Rio reported $9.3 billion in
underlying earnings; a $5.3
billion drop in comparison
to 2011 results.
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Ernst & Young global mining
and metals leader Mike Elliott
said while costs remained an
issue for Australian miners, the
sector would see a renewal in
investment as commodity prices
rebounded.
Elliott said the decision by
Fortescue Metals Group to
restart work on its Kings deposit,
sidelined last year after the fall in
commodity prices, was also
expected to rebuild confidence in
the sector.

Iron	
  ore	
  prices	
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last	
  four	
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  with	
  
analysts	
  predicting	
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mining	
  sector	
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  from	
  a	
  
renewed	
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“There is still a very good
pipeline and we are confident
that modest price signals will
emerge over the next six to 12
months, resulting in some new
project commitments in the
second half of 2013,” he said.
“I think, unlike before, it’s likely
to be more of a gradual rise in
the number of projects being
committed to.
“But the fundamental demand
story for mining and metals
remains strong and we are
already seeing an increase in
growth in the Chinese economy,
with expectations that this will
be maintained in 2013.”
However, while investment by
companies with deep cash

reserves like Rio opens the
way for expansion, others
are finding that financing
projects in the region is
mostly dependent on final
government approvals.
Aquila Resources has had to
move spending on its
fledgling Pilbara iron ore
project to “minimum”
levels due to a dispute over
its budget with joint venture
partner AMCI.
In a statement Aquila said
because the two parties
could not agree on a budget
for the rest of the 2012/13
financial year, spending on
its West Pilbara Iron Ore
project would be curtailed.
The dispute has been an
ongoing issue for Aquila,
and was referred to
arbitration in September
2012. The announcement
follows the WA
Government's decision to
give Aquila the green light
to develop Anketell Port, a
key part of its $6 billion iron
ore project.
The environmental approval
marked a huge boost for the
miner, which has long
struggled for the rights to
develop the port to its
specifications.
To gain final support the
Federal Government must
now approve the
development, which aims to
export 350 million tonnes
of iron ore per annum.
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EPCM contract awarded
for Goldfields mining
development
Engenium has been awarded an
EPCM contract by Norton
Gold Fields Ltd for the
Enterprise Project –
Infrastructure and Facilities.
Part of Norton Gold Fields
Paddington operations, the
Enterprise Project is scheduled
to commence mining and
haulage of ore to the
Paddington Process Plant this
year. Enterprise is located close
to the town of Ora Banda and
is 68km north-west of
Kalgoorlie.

Contract valued at $260m
awarded for Pilbara iron
ore project
Engineering and construction
firm Monadelphous Group
won a $260m contract with Rio
Tinto, for works at the Western
Turner Brockman iron ore
development in the Pilbara.
The contract will see
Monadelphous supply and
install structural, mechanical,
piping, electrical and
instrumentation works for the
construction of the iron ore
processing plant at the Western
Turner Brockman mine.

The Perth office of
Monadelphous advised
Projectory that senior purchasing
manager Chris Bradford was the
relevant project contact.

EPC contract awarded for
Pilbara energy
infrastructure project
Monadelphous will handle
engineering, procurement and
construction, in a joint venture
with pipeline design partner
OSD, of a pipeline and delivery
station for the Cape Lambert
Petroleum Gas Pipeline for Rio
Tinto in Western Australia (WA).

Key appointment for $10bn
Pilbara iron ore project
A project management
consultant has been appointed
for a $10bn WA iron ore mine.
Roy Hill made consultant
Parsons Brinckerhoff the project
management consultant (PMC)
on its $10bn iron mine in the
Pilbara region.
Jennifer Durman of Parsons
Brinckerhoff told Projectory that
the team was still being set up
for the project and that a
procurement manager had not
yet been appointed.

Camp install EOIs called
for $1.7bn Pilbara iron ore
project

Mining services company
awarded $150m Pilbara
iron ore contract

Expressions of interest have been
called for a tender with a major
iron ore project.

A leading Australian diversified
mining service, contracting,
processing and commodities
production company has been
selected to develop a WA iron
project.

The project in question is Rio
Tinto's Yandi Sustaining project,
which Calibre received a $150m
service order for in 2012.
Pindan is seeking prices for a
496-man camp to be installed for
Calibre.
The company is looking to install
16 double storey blocks
including: building plinths, tie
downs, verandas, walkways, stairs
and service lifts.

Iron Ore Holdings has
appointed Mineral Resources
to develop the Iron Valley
project, with construction to
begin early in the September
quarter once IOH secures the
final approvals.
The Perth office of Mineral
Resources told Projectory that the
responsible procurement
contact is Justin Turnbridge.
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Increase sales, gain market share and
improve your bottom line with
Wade Business Media

What are your marketing goals?
If your customers are in mining, major projects, manufacturing, safety or
process and control engineering let me help you boost business with a tailored
and effective marketing campaign.
Wade Business Media helps more than 180 industrial equipment and service
providers nationwide to increase sales, grow market share, improve the
bottom line and generate leads.

Jamie Wade, Director
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